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Abstract. This paper studies specific language level abstractions for
component-based programming. We propose a simple model which cap-
tures some basic ingredients — like explicit context dependence, dynamic
binding and subtype polymorphism, late (dynamic) composition, and
avoidance of inheritance in favor of object composition — that several
authors have defended to be central to black-box object-oriented compo-
nent programming styles. The model is expressed by a core imperative
typed calculus, in which components are first-class entities, and whose
basic constructs enable the composition, scripting, instantiation and de-
finition of atomic components. Some motivating programming examples
are presented, and the operational semantics is shown to enjoy a type-
safety property. We also discuss an extension to the Java language aimed
at supporting the proposed model, and some implementation issues.

1 Introduction

The development of tools and techniques for component-based programming
(COP) is a subject which receives increasing interest in recent years. Industrial
strength component models continue to be proposed and refined, while funda-
mental research is engaged into clarifying the basic concepts involved. An im-
portant issue concerns the study of specific language level abstractions for COP,
since the most popular supporting models [21,14,20] resort to low-level idioms
and do not enforce type-safety of composition. As with OOP, a major promise
of COP is related to software reuse.

Object-oriented programming languages promote reuse relying on classes,
inheritance and polymorphism. Given some class framework, new classes can
be defined that subclass one (or more) of previously defined classes and auto-
matically inherit concrete elements from them, like state variables and method
implementations, which can then be overridden and extended. This methodo-
logy of providing reusable classes relies on a form of implicit parametricity. In
some cases, the superclass can be abstract and provide no default implementa-
tion for some methods intended to be defined in a subclass, abstract methods
are therefore similar to bottleneck interfaces.

This approach to reuse, implicit in usual object-oriented languages, has been
subject to criticism with relation to its ability to provide a convenient support
for COP [23,26]. Usually subclasses are defined w.r.t. some preexisting fixed
super-classes, assuming a globally defined and well-known framework. In general,
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super-classes cannot be maintained separately from their derived classes, since
the implementation of the latter depends in general on internal implementation
details and interface of the former — the so-called fragile base class problem
[11]. In other words, the (undisciplined) presence of inheritance may inhibit
a desirable degree of encapsulation needed for independent maintenance and
modifiability [19]. On the other hand, in order to be reusable and independently
deployed in an effective way, a component must interact with its environment
only through explicitly defined interfaces, expressing contracts between service
providers and clients.

The rigid anchoring of subclasses on super-classes may be weakened by de-
coupling the explicit sub-classing operation from the definition of the superclass
itself. This separation of class definition and sub-classing is accomplished by
the notion of “mixin”. Mixins [4,3,10,2] are essentially class defining functions
which are explicitly parametric on their superclass. A mixin defines a particular
sub-classing operation which can be applied to several different classes confor-
ming with a given specialization interface, to yield several particular subclasses:
elementary mixin operations include, for instance, addition and overriding of
methods.

Nevertheless, the semantics of mixins is still defined such that inheritance
with late binding of self is still ensured through mixin application. Several pro-
posals have already been put forward to discipline the inheritance mechanism
[17,25], but it is still true that sub-classing — either based on explicit sub-classing
or relying on mixins — addresses reuse by modifying the inherited code (even if
such modifications are limited to method overriding) rather than reusing it as a
whole [26]. The cumulative effects of method overriding along subclass chains are
in general hard to specify due to the intrinsic recursive nature of self invocation
under dynamic binding. Because of this, several researchers defended that inhe-
ritance “as-normally-used” should be highly disciplined or even forbidden across
components borders [19,26,23]. This discussion also applies to delegation-based
(class-less) object models [24], which also provide implementation inheritance
with late binding of self.

Another related issue concerns reuse of code from several sources by means
of multiple inheritance, which is in general a complex and not very popular
mechanism, although available in widespread OO programming languages. On
the other hand, the idea of aggregation of multiple components is very natural,
and does not suffer from the problems presented by multiple inheritance.

This paper studies specific language constructs to support COP, in the setting
of inheritance-free object-oriented programming within a standard (Java-like)
imperative semantics. The technical contribution of this paper is the proposal of
a simple core model which captures some basic ingredients essential to black-box
object-oriented component programming styles like explicit context dependence,
dynamic binding and subtype polymorphism, multiple views, late (dynamic)
composition, and avoidance of inheritance in favor of object composition. Com-
ponents are treated as closed first-class values of component type. This fact
reflects, in an abstract way, that components are stateless self-contained units
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open to late composition and instantiation, and able to be dynamically loaded,
instantiated [18]) and possibly transmitted across communication channels.

The model is expressed by a core imperative typed formal calculus, in which
components are first-class entities, and whose basic constructs enable the com-
position, scripting, instantiation and definition of atomic components.

Structure of the paper. After giving a intuitive motivation of the component de-
finition and composition operations using an extension to the Java programming
language named ComponentJ (Sec.2), we present the core component calculus, its
type-system and operational semantics (Sec.3). This section is concluded by the
statement of type-safety property. In Sec.4 we make some preliminary remarks
about the implementation of ComponentJ. The paper ends with a discussion of
related work and some conclusions.

2 Motivating Sketch

In this section, we motivate the basic features of our model of typed components.
We pick as a running example a component implementing a personal to-do list,
based on a queue of generic tasks. Our task manager provides two distinct views
of the queue: a “user” view that lets an user enqueue or dequeue some task,
which is defined by the interface IQueue and a “supervisor” view that allows
certain privileged operations defined by the interface ISupervisor, both defined
in Fig.1.

A possible implementation of the queue can rely, say, on a linked list data
structure. Therefore, we start by defining a component named CList implemen-
ting the IList interface. The component declaration is made by the component
block, containing a set of declarations composition operations that define the
component structure, its required and provided services. The general syntax is
illustrated by the examples in Fig.2. The CList component provides a service
implementing interface IList at a port named list; this is expressed by the
provides clause. The list itself is implemented by the block of methods m, which
is made available to the outside through a plugging operation. The plug opera-
tion has the effect of connecting the method block m to the port list. In general,

interface IQueue {
void enQueue(ITask t);
ITask deQueue();

}

interface IList {
void insert(int p,Object o);
void remove(int p);
Object get(int p);
int size();

}

interface ISupervisor {
int size();
ITask get(int p);
void remove(int p);
void swap(int p1, int p2);
void visit(IVisitor v);

}

Fig. 1. Interfaces of the CToDo component
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component CList is compose {
provides IList list;
meth m {

Object elements[];
void insert(int p,Object o) {..}
...

}
plug m into list;

}

m list:IList

(a)

(b)

component CToDo is compose {
provides IQueue q;
provides ISupervisor su;
intro CList list;
meth mq {

void enQueue(ITask t) {..}
ITask deQueue() {..}

}
meth ms {

int size() {..}
...

}
plug mq into q; plug ms into su;

}

su:ISupervisor

list:TList

list:IList

q:IQueuemq

ms

(c)

(d)

Fig. 2. The CList and CToDo components.

a plug operation can connect a source port to a destination port whenever the
source’s interface type is a subtype of the destination’s interface type.

From now on, we will graphically depict components as in Fig.2(b), where
squares represent components, double circles represent method blocks, and filled
triangles represent component interfaces. With a dashed line we represent the
result of a plugging operation.

Now, given the component implementing the IList interface, the basic CToDo
component can be defined as shown in Fig.2(c). The intro clause introduces
a CList internal component, whose service ports are implicitly visible in the
method blocks’ scope. Dotted lines represent the implicit use of local names
in the code of method blocks (e.g l is visible inside the methods of mq). To
implement the CToDo component, two method blocks mq and ms are defined based
on the inner component’s list service, and then plugged into the corresponding
provided interfaces through the plug clauses.
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component CToDoExtension is compose {
provides IQueue q;
provides ISupervisor su;
requires IList list;
meth mq {

void enQueue(ITask t) {..}
ITask deQueue() {..}

}
meth ms { int size() {..}
...
}
plug mq into q; plug ms into su;

}

ms

mq

su:ISupervisor

list:IList

q:IQueue

(a) (b)

component CToDoModular
is compose {

provides IQueue q;
provides ISupervisor su;
intro CToDoExtension toDo;
intro CList list;
plug list.list into toDo.list;
plug toDo.q into q;
plug toDo.su into su;

}

list:CList
q:IQueue

su:ISupervisorlist:IList

toDo:CToDoExtension

(c) (d)

Fig. 3. The CToDoExtension and CToDoModular components.

The existence of several service interfaces in a component instance is useful to
cope with several different views of a component. A major difference between this
approach and the implementation of multiple interfaces like in Java, or multiple
inheritance in C++, is that it is not possible to cast from one interface type to
another. The same observation applies to compound types [5].

Factoring Out. In our implementation of the CToDo component, the CList com-
ponent is hardwired inside. However, this dependency can be made explicit, al-
lowing for a extra potential of reuse. The resulting component can then be used
with any other component implementing the IList interface: say a persistent
list or a remote list. To that end, we factor out the component implementing
the list and make the dependency of the to-do list on a list service explicit
through a required service interface. This architectural refinement step yields
the CToDoExtension component defined in Fig.3(a). This new component can
then be composed in the CToDoModular component like in Fig.3(c) with the
functionality of of the CToDo component.
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interface ISelector {
int select();

}

interface TSelectableToDo
provides IQueue q
provides ISupervisor su
requires ISelector s
requires IList list;

interface TOrder
provides ISelector s
requires IList l;

interface TToDo
provides IQueue q
provides ISupervisor su;

component CNewToDo is compose {
provides IQueue q;
provides ISupervisor su;
intro compose {

provides IQueue q;
provides ISupervisor su;
requires IList list;
intro COrder policy;
intro CSelectableToDo toDo;
plug list into policy.list;
plug policy.s into toDo.s;
plug list into toDo.list;
plug toDo.q into q;
plug toDo.su into su;

} toDoExtension;
intro CList list;
plug list.list into toDoExtension.list;
plug toDoExtension.q into q;
plug toDoExtension.su into su;

}
(a) (b)

policy:COrder

list:List

list:CList toDoExtension:TToDoExtension

selector:ISelector

q:IQueue

su:ISupervisor

toDo:CSelectableToDo

Fig. 4. A further composition example

Replacing Components. Now, suppose that a component CSelectableToDo is
released by some software house providing and requiring the same services as
our CToDoExtension, plus an additional required service that allows for the
configuration of an arbitrary selection policy over the queue. The interface type of
this service is the ISelector interface type shown in Fig.4(a). This component’s
type is the TSelectableToDo also shown in Fig.4(a). Assigning component types
to components allows static type-checking of component composition operations
to be performed. Component types specify a set of typed required services and a
set of provided services. Note that component types are distinct from component
instance types. Instance types are syntactically similar to component types with
an empty set of requirements, however, an instance is a service provider (similar
to an object), while a component is a unit composition that can be composed
and instantiated to yield component instances (like a class). Thus, there is a
clear separation between the generating entities and the types of the generated
instances (e.g components are not types).
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Therefore, in order to replace CToDoExtension in our CToDoModular com-
ponent in Fig.3(c), we need to provide an implementation of the ISelector
interface, relying on the contents of a list. This is accomplished by defining a cu-
stom component COrder. This component, not shown here, must conform with
the component type TOrder, which is declared in Fig.4(a). The composition of
the COrder component with the CSelectableToDo yields a component that is
able to replace the original CToDoExtension, as shown in Fig.4(b) yielding the
CNewToDo component. This new component can replace the original CToDo com-
ponent in any context because it has the same type, namely TToDo as defined
in Fig.4(a). We adopt a natural notion of sub-typing among component types,
which will be described in the next Section.

Dynamic Composition. Since we take components as first-class citizens, me-
thods can be defined to return component values. Therefore, we can define in
some component a factory method makeToDo that returns a dynamically linked
component of TToDo, based on a given component with the TOrder type, as
shown below

TToDo makeToDo(TOrder customOrder) {
return compose {

...
intro compose {

...
intro customOrder policy;
...

} toDoExtension;
...

}
}

This example illustrates a simple case of dynamic composition. Note that the
parameter customOrder occurs free in the compose expression in the body of
method makeToDo. In fact, only variables of component type can occur free in
component expressions. Typically, such variables denote parameters that will be
bound to closed component values.

Instantiating Components. Client code can instantiate components with the new
operator, like for classes in Java. Components without required services can be
instantiated in a similar way to regular classes in OO languages. In the example
of Fig.5, a new component instance, of type ITToDo, is obtained by instantiating
the CNewToDo component. On the other hand, if a reference to an object or service
port of a component that implements the IList interface is available, it can be
used at instantiation time to satisfy the pending requirement of a component
like CToDo. Note that at instantiation time all requirements of a component must
be resolved, this property is statically ensured by the type-system.
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interface ITToDo implements TToDo;

class Test {
main() {

ITToDo tm = new CNewToDo();
tm.queue.enQueue(new Task("...", new Date(1999,12,20)));
tm = new CToDoExtension() {plug new DList() into list;};
...

}
}

Fig. 5. Instantiation of a component

3 The Core Calculus of Components

In this section we present the syntax and semantics of the core calculus of com-
ponents. The calculus is explicitly typed, so we start by introducing the required
type structure and then define the terms of the calculus.

3.1 Types

The type structure of the core calculus is defined from a few basic kinds of types:
interface types (I), component types (R ⇒ P ), method types (ι) and instance types
[P ]; the abstract syntax of these types is presented in Fig.6. We assume given
sets of countably many method (f1, . . . ) and port (p1, . . . ) names. Interface types
I are used to type ports of components and method blocks. Each one specifies
a set of method signatures by assigning to each method name fi a method type
ιi of the form (τ1, . . . , τm)σ. In such a method type, the τi specify the types of
the method’s parameters and σ the return type, as expected.

We assume given a globally defined set N of interface names and a mapping
I assigning an interface type to each interface name. The motivation for interface
names is more to allow for a technically simpler introduction of recursive interface
types, rather than to introduce name equivalence of types. In fact, for the sake
of generality, the calculus presented in this paper assumes structural equivalence
of types, unlike our proposed Java extension ComponentJ, which adopts name

τ, σ ::= I | R ⇒ P | [R]

R, P ::= {p1 : I1, . . . , pn : In} (n ≥ 0)

ι ::= (τ1, . . . , τn)σ (n ≥ 0)

I ::= I ∈ N | {f1 : ι1, . . . , fn : ιn} (n ≥ 0)

Fig. 6. Component Types.
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equivalence of interface types and an explicitly given relation of interface sub-
typing.

A type R ⇒ P types components that require a service set as specified by R
and provide a service set as specified by P ; each service is denoted by an interface
type tagged by a port name. Service sets have the form {p1 : I1, . . . , pn : In},
where each pi is a port name and Ii an interface type. Thus, components can-
not “import” other components per se, but just access some services provided by
other components. Nevertheless, the calculus allows for the definition of parame-
tric component factories, that is, the assembly of components from dynamically
determined basic constituents. When R is a service set like the one above, we
write R(pi) for the interface type assigned to the service port pi by R. Compo-
nents compose to yield instantiable components — as with classes — which are
essentially components with an empty set of requirements. Therefore, component
instances providing a service set R will be typed [R].

3.2 Terms

The terms of the calculus are described by the abstract syntax in Fig.7. The
first seven forms of expression embody the computational core of the language:
we have variable x, port selection e.p, method call e.f(e), assignment x := e,
dereference !x, local definition let − in, composition compose e and instantiation
new−with− in. Heap locations are represented by the constants of the form ` and
` ∈ Loc that denotes heap locations. Additionally a special value nil is also used
to represent unitialized locations. A error constant is used to represent wrong
computations. Note that heap locations, nil and error are never used in source
programs, but just instrumental in the definition of the operational semantics.
Some abbreviations will be used throughout the paper in order to simplify the
reading. We will write e1; e2 as an abbreviation for let x = e1 in e2, as usual; and
just new e when e and p are void. Other abbreviations will be pointed out as
needed. We refrain from introducing additional forms for the sake of simplicity;
the given constructs are enough to capture the intended basic imperative model.
For example, we do not introduce component initializers similar to constructors
in classes, which could be easily added on top of the present core. Most of the
constructs have the usual meaning, except composition compose e, which denotes
a component as specified by e, and instantiation new e with e in p. In such an
expression, e must evaluate to a component with requirements {p : I}. The
value of such an expression is a new instance of the component specified by e
and obtained by plugging the value of each expression ei into the corresponding
requirement pi; the port names p must be pairwise distinct.

The remaining forms are used to define compound components by gluing
together other components, and by scripting primitive behavior with method
blocks. ε denotes the empty component. The expression require x : I and e de-
notes a component that requires a service of type I at port x and is further
specified by e; inside e the port name x is available for service calls, and for
plugging into compatible destination. As we shall see later, all names visible
inside a component definition must be either explicitly imported from the outer
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e ::= x | e.p | e.f(e) | !x | x := e | let x = e in e |
compose e | new e with e in p | ε |
require x : I and e | provide x : I and e |
intro x : C = e and e | meth x : M and e |
plug π into π and e | ` | nil | error

π ::= p | x.p M ::= {a1 : τ1, . . . ; f1(x) = e1, . . . }

Fig. 7. Core terms.

environment through required service ports or made available by internally in-
troduced components — components are always closed entities. Expression form
provides x : I and e denotes a component that provides a service of type I at
port x and is further specified by e; in particular, e must specify a connection of
some internally available compatible source to this port name x. We will require
all port names of a component to be distinct.

The construct intro x : C = e1 and e2 introduces an inner component for as-
sembly which will be referred inside e2 by the variable x, which is locally bound
and has e2 as its scope. Such inner component is specified by e1 and must con-
form with the component type C. The body e2 must specify how its requirements
are to be satisfied by internally available services. Plugging of available services
— either provided by inner components or imported from the external environ-
ment through requirement ports — to suitable destinations is accomplished by
the expression form plug π1 into π2 and e. A plug π is either a port name p of
the component being assembled, or of the form x.p, where x refers to some inner
component and p a name of a port of x. Primitive behavior and scripting of pre-
defined components is obtained by a method block construct meth x : M and e;
again the name x is local and bound within scope e. Method blocks encapsulate
both local state variables and method definitions. Upon instantiation they intro-
duce object-like entities that “implement” the interface defined by the signature
of its methods. In a method definition such as m(x : τ ) = b, the parameters
x are local binding occurrences and the method body b can directly call any

require l : List and
provide su : ISupervisor and
provide q : IQueue and
meth mq : {

enqueue(t : Task) = l.insert(l.size(), t),
dequeue() = let x = l.get(0) in l.remove(0); x} and

meth ms : {size() = l.size(), . . . } and
plug mq into q and
plug ms into su and ε

Fig. 8. The CToDoExtension component.
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service internally available in the component being built. In Fig.8 we present
an example of a well-defined term of the calculus; this term corresponds to the
previously given specification of component CToDoExtension given in Section 2.

Example. We show how code inheritance with dynamic binding can be simulated
by explicit parameterization in the calculus. With this example we do not pretend
to suggest a particularly natural component-oriented programming pattern, but
rather to give a comparative illustration of expressiveness. Note that we have
omitted “ and ε” at the end of component expressions, for the sake of brevity.
Let I be an interface as I = {do : ιdo, twice : ιtwice}, and let

C = compose(require s : I and
meth m : {do() = b1, twice() = s.do(); s.do(); }
and provide o : I and plug m into o)

C represents a “class” which enables overriding of methods in I, and that can
be instantiated by

new compose(provide o : I and intro x : τC = C
and plug x.o into x.s and plug x.o into o)

Basically, the specialization interface (or alternatively, the set of abstract me-
thods) is made explicit by a required interface s : I of the component C repre-
senting a “base” class. Moreover, all calls to “self” made in bodies of exported
methods are forwarded to s. We now extend “class” C by “overriding” method
do. We can now define a “mixin”-like component

M = compose(require s : I and
meth m : {do() = b2; s.do(), four() = s.twice(); s.twice()}
and provide o : J and join s, m into o)

where J = I ∪ {four : ιfour}. Here we have used a join expression, which is
an idiom of the core calculus reducible to meth and plug: join a, b into c just
abbreviates a facade that forwards a method call f(e) originating at o to m if
the interface type of m defines f and to s otherwise. Hence, M redefines method
do() — reusing the code provided by C — and introduces a new method four().
Now M can be composed with C as in

N = compose(require s : I and
intro x : τC = C and intro y : τM = M and plug s into x.s and
and plug x.o into y.s and provide o : I and plug y.o into o))

and instantiated as C above. For instance, in the program

let MI = compose(provide o : I and intro x : τN = N plug x.o into x.s
and plug x.o into o)

in let obj = (new MI).o in obj.twice()
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the “inherited” code for twice will call the definition for do() in M . Note that
while N is still open to redefinition of methods declared in the required interface
I, MI closes the cycle and is an instantiable component (of type ∅ ⇒ {o : J}).
Thus, a component like N plays a role similar to the object generating func-
tion used in many semantic models of object-oriented languages and mixins (for
instance [2]), and which require a fixpoint operator to be applied at object in-
stantiation time in order to resolve the involved circularity. Herein, self-reference
is captured by the imperative reference semantics.

3.3 Type System

In this section, we present a type system for the core calculus of components.
Well-typed programs do not incur in execution errors, in a sense to be made
precise below. We start by defining a natural relation of sub-typing and write
τ <: σ when τ is a subtype of σ. This relation is defined in the expected way;
in Fig.9 we present all the sub-typing rules. In particular, a component type
τ is a subtype of a component type σ whenever τ provides more services and
requires less services than those specified by σ. Moreover, each service provided
by τ must conform with an interface which is a subtype of the corresponding
service provided by σ, and contravariantly for required services. This notion of
sub-typing for components is the natural one, and has been adopted by many
recent approaches to modularity [9,12], but also in [16] and already implicit in
[6].

The type system is defined by relying on two judgment forms, which define
typing of general expressions and components in a mutually recursive way. For
general expressions, we have the standard judgment form ∆ ` e : τ where ∆ is
a typing context, e a term and τ a type. Typing contexts are plain assignments
of types to variables: hence we write ∆(x) = τ whenever ∆ = ∆′, x : τ ; and
∆(x.p) = I whenever ∆ = ∆′, x : [p : J, . . . ]. For components we introduce the
judgment form R;∆ `c e : τ where ∆, e and τ play the usual role, while R
represents a set of internal requirements generated by that e must resolve by
means of pluggings. Each such requirement is an assignment of an interface type
to some plug π. The full set of typing rules for general expressions is presented in
Fig.9. For the strict use of the typing system, we introduce the additional kind of
type Var(σ) for any type σ. Var types are never present in source terms, but are
needed to type state variables introduced by method blocks. In the premise of the
rule for compose e, we introduce a subset |∆| of the typing context ∆ appearing
in the conclusion, defined by |∆| = {x : C ∈ ∆ : C is a component type}. This
ensures that “code” inside the component e cannot access any global variables
from the outside context — and is therefore a closed unit — except possibly
for variables referring to other components. But such names will again denote
closed components that could be explicitly linked inside e — say, in a concrete
implementation — to yield a closed component. A consequence of this is that
all dependences of a component on its environment must be brought explicit in
its interfaces, unlike in [9,1] where modules can be open (contain free variables).
The typing rules for component expressions are also presented in Fig.9. The set
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Sub-typing

τ <: τ
τi <: τ ′

i

{f1 : τ1, . . . , fn : τn} <: {f1 : τ ′
1, . . . , fm : τ ′

m} (m ≤ n)

σi <: τi τ <: σ

(τ1, . . . , τn)τ <: (σ1, . . . , σn)σ
P ′ <: P R <: R′

P ⇒ R <: P ′ ⇒ R′
P <: R

[P ] <: [R]

General Expressions

∆, x : τ ` x : τ
∆ ` e : [P ] P (p) = τ

∆ ` e.p : τ

∆ ` error : τ ∆ ` nil : τ ∆, ` : τ ` ` : τ

∆ ` e : R ⇒ P ∆ ` ei : σi σi <: Ii R = {r1 : I1, . . . , rn : In} ∆ ` e′
j : σ′

j

∆ ` new e with e, e′ in r, r′ : [P ]

∆ ` e : I I(f) = (τ1)τ ∆ ` e1 : σ1 σ1 <: τ1

∆ ` e.f(e1) : τ

∆ ` e : τ ∆(x) = Var(σ) τ <: σ

∆ ` x := e : τ

∆ ` x : Var(σ)
∆ `!x : σ

∆ ` e1 : τ1 ∆, x : τ1 ` e2 : τ2

∆ ` let x = e1 in e2 : τ2

∅; |∆| `c e : R ⇒ P

∆ ` compose e : R ⇒ P

Component Expressions

∅; ∆ `c ε : ∅ ⇒ ∅ ∅; |∆| `c e : R ⇒ P

∅; ∆ `c compose e : R ⇒ P

R; ∆, x : I `c e : R ⇒ P

R; ∆ `c require x : I and e : R, x : I ⇒ P

R, x : I; ∆ `c e : R ⇒ P

R; ∆ `c provide x : I and e : R ⇒ P, x : I

|∆| ` e1 : τ τ <: R′ ⇒ P ′ R, x.R′; x : [P ′], ∆ `c e2 : R ⇒ P

R; ∆ `c intro x : R′ ⇒ P ′ = e1 and e2 : R ⇒ P

∆(π1) <: I R; ∆ `c e : R ⇒ P

R, π2 : I; ∆ `c plug π1 into π2 and e : R ⇒ P

∆, w : {m : (σ)τ, . . . }, a : Var(τa), x : σ ` b : τ R; ∆, w : {m : (σ)τ, . . . } `c e2 : R ⇒ P

R; ∆ `c meth w : {a : τa, . . . ; m(x : σ) = b, . . . } and e2 : R ⇒ P

Fig. 9. Type System.

of pending requirements present in the antecedent of typing judgments is a set
of type assignments to plugs of either the form x : I (introduced by the rule for
provide) or of the form x.p : I (introduced by the rule for intro). Indeed, in the
rule for intro the notation x.R stands for the set of plugs {x.pi : Ii | R(pi) = Ii}.
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This set represents the requirements of the internally introduced component.
On the other hand, in the rule for plug, when we write R, π2 : I we implicitly
assume that π2 : I 6∈ R, that is, the pending requirement is removed when
the plugging is performed. Note that subsumption allows a requirement to be
satisfied by a service that conforms to some of its subtypes, and the introduction
of a more specialized component instead of one of the type mentioned in the intro
expression.

3.4 Operational Semantics

Here we present an operational semantics for the component calculus. Our pre-
sentation adopts a big step structural semantics and involves again two judgment
forms, one applying to general expressions and other to component expressions.
Note that we use standard notations for substitutions and store updates, except
that when substituting port names by locations in component expressions, we
do not descend below compose e subexpressions. Finally, to simplify the specifi-
cation without loss of generality we consider just a single argument in methods.

The judgment dealing with general expressions has the form e;S ↓ v;S′,
where S and S′ are heaps, e is a program and v is a result. Such a judgment states
that execution of program e in heap S terminates yielding result v and heap S′.
As usual, a heap is an assignment of certain values to heap locations (`, . . . );
we assume given an infinite set of locations, and of an “allocation” function
new that picks some unused location in a given heap. Every heap associates
to each location in its domain either a heap value, or another location in its
domain. So, when S is a heap, we write S[` 7→ v] for the heap that is identical
to S, except that value v is associated to location `. Heap values represent the
various entities needed at runtime: we have therefore the heap value nil, which
represent uninitialized locations during a link process, cells, which represent
state variables, records, which represent method blocks, and instances, which
represent (partial) component instances. Note that locations in a heap can hold
other locations and define chains of indirection.

A cell holding a value v is represented by 〈v〉. A record will be represented by
a tuple {|m(x) = b, . . . |} of methods with type-erased parameters. An instance
will be represented by an environment, that is, a set {x1 7→ `1, . . . , xn 7→ `n} of
assignments of locations to names. These names refer to the ports and internal
components of the given component instance. It is useful to see an environment
as a substitution of locations for names; therefore we will sometimes write c(e)
for the result of applying c as a substitution to e.

We will see that possible results of a computation are the null value nil, some
location of the final heap, or a component value. A component value is a term
of component type without free variables or locations, that is, a term such that
` d : P ⇒ R. This fact reflects, in an abstract way, that components are stateless
self-contained units open to late composition and instantiation. It is therefore
realistic to assume concrete and efficient implementations of the present model,
in which components can be manipulated as first-class entities (like instances of
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General Expressions

compose c; S ↓ compose c; S `; S ↓ `; S
S(`) = 〈v〉
!`; S ↓ v; S

S(`) 6= 〈v〉
!`; S ↓ error; S

e; S ↓ `; S′ e1; S′ ↓ v; S′′ S′(`) = {|m(x) = b, . . . |} b{x/v}; S′′ ↓ v′; S′′′

e.m(e1); S ↓ v′; S′′′

e1; S ↓ v1; S′ e2{x/v1}; S′ ↓ v; S′′

let x = e1 in e2; S ↓ v; S′′
e; S ↓ v; S′ v 6= nil S′(v) 6= {|m(x) = b, . . . |}

e.m(e1); S ↓ error; S′

nil; S ↓ nil; S
e; S ↓ d; S′ ∅; d, S′ ⇓ s; S1 ei; Si ↓ vi; Si+1 vi 6= nil
new e with en in rn; S ↓ `; Sn+1[` 7→ s][s(ri) 7→ vi]

e; S ↓ v; S′

x := e; S ↓ v; S′[x 7→ 〈v〉]
e; S ↓ `; S′ S′(`) = {p 7→ `′, . . . } v = derefS′(`′)

e.p; S ↓ v; S′

e; S ↓ `; S′ ` 6= nil S′(`) 6= {p 7→ `′, . . . }
e.p; S ↓ error; S′

e; S ↓ `; S′ S′(`) = {p 7→ `′, . . . } derefS′(`′) = nil
e.p; S ↓ error; S′

Component Expressions

c; ε; S ⇓ c; S
c; e; S ⇓ c′; S′

c; compose e; S ⇓ c′; S′

c{x 7→ `}; e{x/`}; S[` 7→ nil] ⇓ c′; S′

c; require x : I and e; S ⇓ c′; S′ † c{x 7→ `}; e{x/`}; S[` 7→ nil] ⇓ c′; S′

c; provide x : I and e; S ⇓ c′; S′ †

new e1; S ↓ c′; S′ c{x 7→ c′}; e2{x/c′}; S′ ⇓ c′′; S′

c; intro x : e1 and e2; S ⇓ c′′; S′

c{w 7→ `}; e{w/`}; S[`a 7→ 〈nil〉][` 7→ {|m(x : σ) = c(b){a/`a}{w/`}, . . . |}] ⇓ c′; S′

c; meth w : {a : τa, . . . ; m(x : σ) = b, . . . } and e; S ⇓ c′; S′ ‡

selectS(π2) = ` c; e; S[` 7→ selectS(π1)] ⇓ c′; S′

c; plug π1 into π2 and e; S ⇓ c′; S′

c; e; S ⇓ c′; S′ ¬selectS(π2)
c; plug π1 into π2 and e; S ⇓ c′; S′

¬selectS(π1)
c; plug π1 into π2 and e; S ⇓ error; S′

†) ` = new(S).
‡) `, `a = new(S).

Fig. 10. Operational semantics.
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Fig. 11. Cyclic dependency.

class Class in Java, which can be dynamically loaded and instantiated [18]) and
possibly transmitted across communication channels.

Derivable judgments are defined by the system of rules given in Fig.10. The
evaluation relation applies to valid configurations which are represented by a
heap-expression pairs e;S such that e is a program without free variables, and
that all locations mentioned in e belong to the domain of S. The specification of ↓
relies on an auxiliary relation c; e;S ⇓ c′;S′ that defines the dynamic component
assembly process, and is used in the rule for new. The intended meaning of ⇓ can
be explained as follows: c is a given, partially assembled, component instance; e
is an expression of component type specifying further assembly operations and
S an initial heap. Then, whenever c; e;S ⇓ c′;S′ is derivable, c′ is the result of
completing c as stated by e, and S′ the final heap w.r.t. c′ must be understood
(ie. locations in c′ are interpreted in S′). On the other hand, the specification
of ⇓ also relies on ↓ in the rule for intro. Before discussing the rules specifying ↓
we address the rules for ⇓. The rules for ε and compose are clear. The rules for
require and provide are similar; their effect is just to add an additional binding
to the current instance c: the contents of the (new) location bound to the port
name is left undefined in the updated heap, and will be later assigned by some
operation of plugging or instantiation. Note that, in each case, the port name
x is substituted by the given location throughout the continuation e. The rule
for intro recursively assembles an instance c′ according to e1 and updates the
current instance c and heap as expected.

The rule for meth introduces a new location for each local state variable of the
method’s block and a new record. The state variable names are substituted for
the corresponding locations in the body of the methods. Note that the updated
instance c{w 7→ `} is used as a substitution, and applied to the method bodies,
so to replace all references to the ports and inner components of the instance
under assembly by the locations previously assigned to them. Therefore, method
bodies in records do not contain occurrences of free variables other than their
parameters.

The rules for plug can now be easily understood: plugging a source port π1
to a destination port π2 amounts to storing the location assigned to π1 into
the location assigned to π2, if the destination port actually exists in the target
component — something that may not happen due to sub-typing of component
types. This situation is handled by the last rule for plug, which does nothing.
Note the use of function selectS(−) to extract the location associated to a plug,
which is defined by

selectS(x) := S(x) selectS(x.p) := selectS(x)(p)

When such location does not exist, we write ¬selectπ(S).
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This encoding of plugs introduces chains of indirection: such chains are trans-
versed when component instance ports are selected. If no vacuous cyclic depen-
dencies among components are introduced at assembly time — as in Fig.11 —
then all such chains of indirection are finite. Note that a vacuous cyclic dependen-
cies can cause a port selection operation to get stuck instead of the link process
that creates the cycle during instantiation. Therefore, the previous discussion
explains the use of the auxiliary function deref in the rule for port selection e.p;
derefS(`) denotes the last location in the chain starting at ` that refers to a
heap value, whenever such chain terminates. The remaining rules for ↓ deserve
no special comment; except perhaps the one for new; therein the values of the
expressions ei are plugged into the matching requirements of the newly created
instance s.

The remaining rules generate the error value in the appropriate circum-
stances, which are: invocation of inexistent method, selection of inexistent or
null component port and plug with inexistent source port. Note that we have
omitted the usual rules for error propagation.

3.5 Type Safety

Our aim now is to state a type safety result for the core calculus of components
(see [22] for the full proofs).

We start by defining a notion of typing for heaps. For technical reasons, we
introduce a new kind of types, so to type partially linked component instances.
Such generalized instance types will have the form [R ⇒ P ] whenever R ⇒ P
is a component type; [∅ ⇒ P ] will be identified with the instance type [P ]. We
first need to introduce a few auxiliary concepts.

Definition 1. (Locations and references)

1. (Direct location) A location ` is direct when S(`) 6= nil and S(`) 6∈ Loc.
2. (Leads to) When derefS(`) = `′ we say that ` leads to `′ is S.
3. (Refers to) A location ` refers to a heap value v in S when ` leads to `′ in S

and S(`′) = v.
4. (Undefined location) A location is undefined when it refers to no value. In

other words, it starts a cyclic chain of references.

Definition 2. (Typing of Heaps) A typing context Γ types heap S if, for all `
in S, Γ (`) = τ implies that ` is either undefined or refers to a heap value of a
type τ ′ <: τ w.r.t. S and Γ .

v is a heap value of type τ w.r.t. S and Γ whenever v = nil or
— τ = Var(σ) and v = 〈u〉 with either u = nil, u a component value of a

subtype of σ, or a direct location such that Γ (u) <: σ, or
— τ = {m1 : (σ1)β1, . . . } and v = {|m1(x1) = b1, . . . |}, with Γ,xi : σi ` bi :

βi for all mi, or
— τ = [r : I ⇒ p : J ] and v = {r 7→ `r,p 7→ `p, . . . }, such that each `r

i

is either undefined or refers to a heap value of a subtype of Ii w.r.t. S and Γ ,
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and each `p is either undefined, leads to some `r
i , or refers to a record value of

a subtype of Ji w.r.t. S and Γ .

Remember that a location can be undefined just because of cyclic reference
chains. We can now state

Proposition 1. (Subject Reduction) Let e;S be a valid configuration and Γ
type S. If Γ ` e : τ and e;S ↓ v;S′ then

a) there is Γ ′ extending Γ and typing S′.
b) Γ ′ ` v : τ ′ for some τ ′ <: τ .
c) v is either nil, a direct location in S′ or a component value.

This proposition shows that well-typed programs do not get stuck due to inva-
lid, undefined method calls, or illegal component assembly operations because
the resulting value of a computation is never error. However, programs can get
stuck due to cyclic dependencies or nil references (caused by uninitialized state
variables).

4 Some Implementation Issues

In this section, we discuss the current status of an experimental implementation
of ComponentJ. A preprocessor performs type-checking of ComponentJ source
files and generates standard Java files as output. The implemented type system
adopts name equivalence of interface types, which is directly supported by the
JVM, instead of structural equivalence as used in the core calculus.

A ComponentJ source file can define a component, a component type (simi-
lar to a Java interface) or an interface type (exactly like Java interfaces), as
illustrated in Sec.2. Inside each component, besides method blocks, pluggings,
inner components and so on, ComponentJ also allows the declaration and use
of standard Java classes, for strict local use of the component, although such
classes are not allowed to extend classes defined outside the component in order
to enforce the black-box approach. Each method block is also represented by a
local class. Plugging between ports is performed by propagation of references, by
a process close to the one used in the operational semantics for the core calculus,
but direct references to method blocks are cached at each port during compo-
nent initialization. Consequently, any provided service port conforming to some
interface type directly references a Java object implementing such interface, un-
like in usual nested structures of components, where some overhead often occurs
in explicit method forwarding throughout layers.

ComponentJ generates for each component definition file a Java source file for
a class adhering to a meta-level protocol for use of ComponentJ, and aimed at
supporting interoperatibiliy of ComponentJ generated classes and independently
developed components. Such protocol is still under development, and will de-
fine how component types are represented by Java types, and how the dynamic
linking process is to be managed.

Concerning initialization, an issue which is not addressed in the core calcu-
lus, the definition of a “constructor” is allowed in each component. The body
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of such a constructor consists of Java code in which any service provided by
inner components or imported through a required interface may be called. Such
constructor is called at the end of the instantiation and link phases that occur
at component instantiation time.

5 Related Work

Our proposal is strongly related to recent work on first-class modules with ex-
ternal linking instructions [15,7,12,9,1], most prominently with the Units of
MzScheme reported in [9], and the primitive modules of [1]. However, units
are more close to conventional modules in standard imperative and functional
programs (even with parametric modules like in SML [13]), linked to yield clo-
sed programs, than to instantiable components offering object-like interfaces.
A more recent work [8] demonstrates the use of Units in an object-oriented
context, but again units are used as modules declaring classes. Such modules
can then be used to structure class frameworks rather than to compose indi-
vidual components through aggregation. On the other hand, the approach of
[1] does not allow manipulation of components as first-class entities in the core
language, something which is considered an important aspect of COP. Another
distinguishing feature of our model is that all dependences of a component on
its environment must be brought explicit in its interfaces, unlike in [9,1] where
modules can be open (contain free variables).

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we studied some statically type-checkable programming language
constructs intended for supporting component-oriented programming styles. The
model was motivated and presented by a core imperative typed formal calculus,
whose operational semantics is shown to enjoy a type-safety property. We also
discussed a still evolving implementation of a compiler for ComponentJ, an exten-
sion to the Java language theoretically backed by the proposed core component
calculus. Type-safe separate compilation of components allows the late binding
and instantiation of components of subtype of the types statically checked. We
envisage two parallel directions of future work. On the one hand, we would like
to extend the core calculus and type system to handle more sophisticated ty-
pes useful for COP, for instance parametric, bounded, dynamic and container
types. For example, we are currently developing an extension of the type system
proposed here which allowed for the type of output ports to be defined from
the static types of the ports plugged into its requirements, a feature that adds
significant expressiveness to the calculus. On the other hand, we are currently
engaged into studying improved implementation techniques for supporting the
component framework and its interoperatibility with other component models.

Acknowledgements. We thank the anonymous referees for their helpful com-
ments.
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